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ByGeorge G.Edmrde andJaokD. Stqhemm 

A semiepasmodelof awing of v plan form and aspeot 
ratio2hasbeenteetedInthe l2-footpresaure tunnelto determine 
the aermc charaoteristios of the wing aa Influenoed by the 
independentefpeote ofReyrtoldenuaiberandMmhnmiber~rp toI&.uh 
nunibers approaohing unity. The basio drfoil profile wa6 en uncsm+ 
bered double wedge with -I thiuhe~s of 5 p;erOent of the chord 
at 20 percent of the oh&. The taste inoludedan inveet@ationc& 
the effecta of ninor modificaticm3 to the abfoil profile and. the 
effeot of addition of a fuselage, 

Lift, drag, and gitohiw ntdataare prreaentedthroughthe 
angle-ofdttaok range at a &%ch number of 0.18 fnr Remolti nurober~ 
between ~,OOO,OOO an& 27,!jOO,OOO. Similar data are greaentedata 
Reynolds Llumber of 5,300,OOO for Mmh numbem between 0.18 and 0.9. 
Sam data for high papoh nmibers are aleo inoluded at 8 Reynolde 
ntier of 3,500,OOO. 

The data presentedinthie reportindiaate no Bevere statio 
longitudinal stability problems to be encauntered ug to a Mach 
number of 0.3. At a oonstantRepolds n.er of 5,300,000,& Memh 
nuniber oha,nge from 0.2 to 0.95 moved the a.exQnami 0 center reas 
ward a die-&me of- about 5 peroent & the mean aeroayna;mio chard, 
increaeed the Ufhcmme slope 20 percent, and inureased the mini- 
mm drag 43 percent. The decreaee in mxixmzm lift-drag ratio due 
to incmeaeing Mmh number was Blaaller than might be ewcted due to 
a reduotion in the rate of rise of drag with lift. . 

Therewas a&ange inthe tspe of flaw Rxollna thle t;rw 
'wing at low speeds at a lift ooeffioient of about 0.7, which mused 

, 

\ 
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a sudden forward ahIf% fn the center of preesure. IPoreasing Maoh 
number inoreaeed the magnitude of this 
its onset to highsr 1Ift ooeffioients. 

moven+tibut also delayed 

Inorsasfng Reynolds nlrmber from ~,OOO,,OOO to 27,9OO,OOO at a 
oonstmt&&mh number of 0.18 oaused a sizeable dscwsaae in the 
dmq but had little effect on the lift or the pitching moPlentr 

The additicqofafuselage reduoedthe rnaxwm liftrdrag ratio 
and the llffxmme slope andresulted inanominal Increase in the 
drag. It alsooauseda sllghtforward shfftof the aeroQns.mLo 
oenter. The fuselage tided to rsduoe ths sever&Q of the oenter- 
of+ressum shlftwhiohwas evidentfrcmthe results of the tests 
ofwlngalone. 

Minor modifiaations to the airfoil section had only a small 
effeot on the aerodynaWo properties of the wing. 

Of the wing plan forms suitable for flight atmoderate supsc- 
sonio speeds, triangular wings oombins the struotural effialenoy 
oflowaspeotratioandhigh taperwith the aerodynmi 0 eff lolemy 
of a highly swep%baok leading edge. Theoretioal calculations 
have shown that by Judicious seleotipn' of wing profile and thlok- 
negq ratio it is possible to attain lift-drag ratios at Bch 
nunmelyl up to 1.5 which are suffrioiently high to indicate that 
flight at this Mmh nuder is prqotioalwlth suoh a wing plm form 
(referenoes 1, 2, and 3). 

Consideratfon of the availablelow-speeddata onlow-aspeat- 
ratio pointed wings has indioated that the landlug and take-off 
problems, espetially with respeot to stability and control, may be 
lee6 mmere than those encountered with the more effioient super- 
sonio plan forms ooaiblning high sveep vith high aspeot ratio. 

As part ofageneralprogram.orP systematio ressamh on supe- 
sonic airplme ootiiguratione at the Amss AercmautioalLaboratorJ-, 
tests have been oonduated in several different research facilities 
to determine the aerodynamio PoperUes of trimgular w-8 over a 
widerange of Mohnumbers andReynoldsnun&ers. The results of 
kests at 1.53 Maoh nuniber of a ti%mgular wing ofa8p#tratlo2.0 
have sham reasonable agreement with theory and indioate that the 
supersonio performance nf anairplane equippedwitha trigbngulsr 

c 
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w5ng is suffioiently attxactive to warrant a more thorough investi- 
gation. 

The present seties of tests in the X-foot pressure wind tunnel 
is aimed at development of a tiimgular wing having satisfactory 
ohmacteristias at Maoh numbers approaching unity with reasonable 
assurance that the configuration will oontkme to be satisfactory 
at supersonic speeds. This report presents results of that portion 
of the investigation designed to establish the subsmio aerodynsmio 

charaoteristics of the wing with undeflected flap as Wluenced by 
the independent effects of Reynolds nmiber and Wch mu&err The 
effectafminormodifitmtions to thewing ~rcxfile andthe effect&' 
the addition of a fuselage sze also included, 

SYMBOIS 

The follcwing syuibols are used in this report: 

CL 

CD 

%l 

M 

R 

WhEOX 

s 

a' 

C 

Q 

P 

lift ooefffoient y 
( J 

drag coefficient F 
( J 

pitahing+ment ooeffioient about quarte~hord point of 

the wing mean ae rdynamic ohord 

Msoh nmiber z 
0 

Reynolds numiber 

wingsxea,squamfeet 

wing mean aerodynamic chord, feet 

local chord, feet 

dynamio assure, pounds per square foot (*V2> 

mass density ccf air, slugs per cubio foot 
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V 

v 

a 

a 

airspeed, feet per second 

viscosity of air, slugs per foot second 

speed of sound, feet per second 

angle of attack of wing chord line, degrees 

TFSTFACILITIES 

This investigation was conducted in the Ames 12-foot pressure 
wind tunnel which is a closed-throat, variable-density wind tunnel 
having a nominal test sectloll diameter of 12 feet. The circular 
test section has been modified by the addition of four equally 
spaced flat sections of bfoot chord. 

The density of the air in the tunnel is continuously variable 
from l/6 to 6 times atmospheric density. Sufficient power is 
available to choke the wind tunnel at all tunnel pressures less 
than O.&O of an atmosphere, allowing Reynolds numbers at chokiq 
up to 1,500,000 per foot. With a pressure of 6 atmospheres, a 
Reynolds nuuiber of 10,000,000 per foot is attainable at a Mach 
number of 0.25. This control of air density permits Reynolds 
number and Mach number to be varied independently without recourse 
to change in model size. 

The turbulence level in the wind tunnel is exceptionally low, 
closely approaching that of free air. The moisture content of the 
air is wintained at all times below 0.0010 pounds of water per 
pound of air. 

Force-test data are obtained with a sixdomment level?-type 
balance. The desired Mach number is maintained through the use of 
a specially calibrated Mach number indicator. 

MODBL 

The semispan model used in this investigation represented a 
triangular wing of aspect ratio 2.0. The original airfoil profile 
was an uncartibered double wedge with a raaxlmm thickness of 5 per- 
cent of the chord at 20 percent of the chord. The model, which 
was constructed of solid steel, had a +foot semispsn and a &foot 
root chord as shown in figure 1. Two successive modificaticms were 
made to the airfoil section. The first of these consisted in 
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rounding the ridge line, or line of maximumthickness, for a dis- 
tance of 5 percent of the local chord (r = 0.3222~). Following 
tests of this- configuration, the leading edge was rounded to a 
radius of 0.0025o. The majority of the tests were lnade with this 
modified profile. The wing condition8 resulting from these prw 
gressive modifications, which involved slight changes in airfoil 
thiclmess ratio and plan form as shown in figure 1, are hereinafter 
referred to aa wing condition A, B, or C. 

The modelwas equippedwith full-span, coustsntihordflap of 
which the area aft of the hinge line was 20 percent of the total 
wing area. The flap had a radius nose and the unsealed nose gap 
was 0.028 inch. The flap was attached to the airfoll by r~sns of 
three hinges and restrained at the inboard endby a flamle 
indexing bracket and a strain-e unit. For the present series 00 
tests the flap was undeflected. 

The wingmodelwas also testedwitha semifuselage mounted 
directly to the wine;. The body dimensions and its location with 
respect to the wfng are shown in figure 2. The body was fitted 
tightly to the wing with no fillet at the intereection. 

The semispan model was mounted vertically in the wind tunnel, 
with the floor of the tunnel serving as a reflection plane. Photch- 
graphs of the model installation are shown in figures 3 and 4. The 
rotating turntable upon which the model was mounted was connected 
directly to the forc edneasuring apparatus. where the model 
extended beyond the turntable, the gap between the model and the 
tunnel floor was maintained between 0.010 inch and 0.150 inch. ITo 
attempt was made to remove the tunnel boundsry layer which at the 
location of the model had a displacement thickness of 0.5 inch. 

coRREcTI To DATA 

The data have been corrected for the effects of tunneLwall 
interference, conetriotion due to the tunnel walls, modeldupport 
tare forces,sndflap deformation. 

Tunnel4&ll Interference 

Corrections to the data due to tunnelall interference have 
been evaluated by the method of reference 4. The computations were 
slightly altered to take into account the effects of sweep. The 
introduction of a sweep factor decreased the correction over that 
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for an equivalent unswept wing by 8 percent. The corrections 
applied were: 

&Xl= 0.7222 CL 

Lq) = 0.0107 c&= 

No correction was applied to the pitching-mcrme ntdata. 

Blockage 

The constriction effects due to the pEesence of the tunnel 
walls have been evaluated by the mthod of reference 5. This 
method has not been modified to allow for the effect of sweep. The 
magnitude cf the correction applied to the Mach number and to the 
dynsmic pressure is illustrated by the following table: 

Cmrected 
Mmhnumber 

0.95 
.93 

;g 

075 
-70 
.60 
050 

Uncorrected M&h XVmiber 

Wingalone Wingand 
bW 

0.933 
,918 
.W 
.845 
l 797 
l 748 
.699 

0.932 
-899 

2; 

q., corrected 
q,uncorrected 

Wing alone 

1.017 
1.013 
1.009 
1.006 
1.004 
1.003 

1.052 
1.043 
1.034 
1.024 
1.018 
1.015 
1.012 I 

Tare corrections for the air forma exerted on the exposed 
surface of the turntable have beenapplied to the drag data. The 
tare drag coefficient, obtained from turntable drag masuremnts at 
each test ccndition with the model removed fram the tunnel, was 
found to decrease slightly with IncreasIng Reynolds number. Over 
the range of test Reynolds numbers, the tare drag coefficient 
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varied frcrm 0.0028 to 0.0032 for the wing alone and from 0.0018 to 
0.0022 for the wing with the fuselage. In the latter Wee &11 
allowance has been made for the reduction in the exposed srea of the 
turntable with fuselage installed. Roat+nmptwasmadetoevaluate 
the possible interference effects between the model and the turn++ 
table or the effect of the gap between the surface of the turntable 
and the tunnelwall. 

Induced Flap Deflection 

A correction to the data was required as a result of mgular 
deflection of the flap frcm its zero setting due to aerodynamic 
loads. This deviation in flap angle resulted from deflection of 
the flap hing e+mment straime member and deformation of the 
flamle indexing bracket. scmle a%lgular dA3torticm was also 
observed on the flap itself. Since the load distribution on the 
wing and flap was not lmmun, a test was conducted in which the flap 
deflection was measured under actual conditions of aerMQnamic 
loading. Three light beams were utilized, proJected to mirrors 
attached to the flay at three spanwise positicms. Reflected light 
cast from the mirrors to calibrated scales on the tunnel wall per- 
mitted accurate deformation data to be obtained while the tunnel 
was in operation. !Thfe deformationwas correlatidwith the 
measuredflaphingemoments. The effects of small flap defleotions 
on the aerodynsmic characteristics of the wing were then ascertained, 
and, on the basis of these teats, all lift, drag, and moment data 
were corrected to represent those of the wing with mdeflected flap. 

. 
TESTS 

Lift, drag, and pitching+nme nt data have been obtained over 
the angle4f-attack range with the flap set at zero deflection. At 
Reynolds nunCbers of approximately 3,500,000 and 5,3OO,OOO, data 
were obtained over a range of Mach numbers up to a maximum of 0.9. 
At a Mach nmiber of 0.18, the rmge of Reynolds numbera was from 
5,ooo,ooo t0 27,5oo,ooo. 

The angle-of~ttackrange for the tests of thewingalonewas 
from-10° to +30°. At the hi&mrMachnmibers, the angle range was 
reduced either by tunnel power Umitatims OT by vibration of the 
flap. For tests with thewin@ody ccmibinatim, the angl&- 
attackrangewaslimitedto f 180. 
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Before the present series of tests was undertaken, considerable 
data were available on-the effects of small profile modifications 
on the characteristics of a triangulsr wing at sqersonic speeds 
andatspeeds corresponding to landing and take-off. These datasnd 
theoretical considerations had shown that the most satisfactory pro- 
file would possess a finite leading-edge radius with the line of 
marl thiclmess swept behind the Mach cone. On the assumption 
that rounding of the ridge line would permit slightly more favor- 
able pressure recovery and a somewhat smaller thickness ratio with 
no increase in wing stress, it wae decided, for the present series 
of tests, to concentrate on a modified double-wedge profile incor- 
porating both a leading-edge radius and a rounded ridge line. This 
wing profile, condition C, was the only profile tested in the 
presence of a body and the data for this profile are presented first. 

Effect of Reynolds Number 

The aerodynamic characteristics of the wing alone are presented 
in figure 5 for Reynolds numbers from 5,000,OOO to 27,500,OOO at a 
Wh number of 0.18. In general, the effect of Reynolds number at 
this Machnusiberis small. Increasing the Reynolds number caused 
no change in wing lift but resulted in a slight rearward shift of 
the wing aerodynamic center and a decrease in the minimum drag. 

These data indicate a rather abrupt change in the flow around 
the wing at a lift coefficient of 0.7. This change lnthetype of 
flow, which has previously been observed and discussed in reference 
6, caused slight disturbances in the lift, and resulted in an abrupt 
shift in the center of pressure. Increase the Reynolds nuniber had 
no effect on the lift coefficient at which these dieturbsnces 
occurred. 

The variation of maximum lift4ragratiosndmkimum dragwith 
Reynolds number is shown in figure 6. ThemaxWumvalue of L/D 
increased from 10.6 at a Reynolds nuniber of 5,000,.000 to 13.0 at a 
Reynolds number of 27,500,000, but the lift coefficient at which it 
occurred Is Indicated to be Independent of Reynolti number. The 
minlmum drag coefficient decreased from 0.0071 to 0.0057 due to 
increasIng Reynolds number frcan 5,000,OOO to 27,500,OOO. 

The value of mR.Pfrmrm lift+drsgrzttio is somewhathigherand 
the value of minimum drag considerably lower than those for a 
comparable Reynolds number reported in reference 7. The reason for 
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this discrepancy is not known. The p&Sent method of establishing 
tares neglects sny effects of interference between the model and ths 
turntable. It is not immediately apparent how interference between 
these two cments could be favarable. The effect of the tunnel 
boundary layer could, however, result In drag data which are too low. 
Considering the area of the model to be reduced by the tunneLempty 
boundsry4.ayerc-displacement thictiess results in anly a L-percent 
increase in the measured drag. 

3Wfec-k of B&ah R'umber 

The effects of Mach number on the aerodymmb characteristics 
. of thewingalone are presentedinfigures 7 through10forMach 

numbers from 0.18 to 0.9 at a Reynolds number of 5,300,OOC. The 
lift curves of figure 7(a) shm smooth and mderly Mxoh number effects 
up toa &chnusiber of 0.9. The pitohinganame ntcurves&figuze 
7(b) shcw a progressive increase with I&ch number of the lift coeffi- 
cient at which the sudden shift in the center of pressure occurs. 
The resulting dfsturbasce to the liftsndthemagnitude of the shift 
in center of pressure becomes more severe at the higher Mach nulcbers. 

In figure 7(c), drag data for several I&ch numbers are ccxnparsd. 
These data show that, while the ndnimnm drag Increased with increas- 
ingM&chnuuiber, the drag due-to liftbecames less as the I&ohntmiber 
is increased. . 

These B&h n&er effects are summ&r ised in figure 8, which 
shows lift, dra&andpitchingmamentas functions of the Maoh nmiber. 
The effect of Mach number on the wing lif&curve slope and on the 
location of the aerodynsUc center is shown infigure 9. The ILIft- 
curve slope Fncreased about 0.01 per degree due to increasing the 
Msch number from 0.2 to O-95. The reduced lif&xrve slope measured 
at lift cosfficients near zero is characteristic of wings of thfs 
low aspect ratio. There is a rearward 8hIft of theaerodynamic cen- 
ter (at zero lift coefficient) from 39.5 percent to 44 percent of the 
mean aermc chord as the MBch number is increased fran 0.2 to 
0.95. 

As indicated In figure 10, the mkximum drag coefficient 
remained constant at about 0.0070 up to 0.5 I&ah nmiber and then 
increased gradually with M%ch mmiber to 0.0102 at a Mxch number of 
0.5. !I& m lift4rag ratio, also shown in figure 10, 
decreased from a maximum of Il.2 at 0.5 Mach nnuiber to 9.6 at 0.95 
&&ch nmiber. Above a Mach nusiber of 0.5 the lift ooefficient for 
rmximum lift+drag ratio increased gradually with Msch number. At 
t&is point it should be noted that the trend of drag coefficient 
with Mach number may have been influenced by air leakage throu@ 
the gap between tie turntable and the tunnel. The earls onset of 
nchimum grag rise with increasing Mach number may be the result of 
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a change in a&leakage effects with I&oh number. Such leakage 
effects, if they were present, might also have caused a reduction 
in the rat8 of increase of lift-curve slope with increasing Mach 
number. 

In discussing the reliability of theee teat data at I&ch num- 
bers above 0.90, consideration must be given to the magnitude of 
the constriction effects and the proximity of the test Msch number 
to the choking Mach number. The blockage or constriction correctian, 
as has been pointed out, is not rigorous inasmuch as it is based 
wholly on mod81 volume and wake and has not been corrected for the 
effects of sweep or the effects of model-tunnel configuration. The 
choking~chnumber of the tunnelwiihwingalone has beencomputed 
to be 0.972. Actually, choking of the tunnel with the model 
installed occurred at a corrected I&ah number of 0.975. This is no 
confirmation of the validity of the blockage correction, since the 
ssm8 correction is applied to both computations. However, a 
limited quantity of data has been obtained at a computed Mach 
number of O.g62 which agrees with the trends of the curve8 which 
are presented herein up to a I&ch number of 0.95. 

If the &ah numbers indicated on these figures are slightly 
higher thau the actual values due to the constriction corrections 
being too large, thera is still every evidence that abrupt force 
breaks do not occur with this wing plan form and that the &ch 
number effects indicated in this repot% would not change markedly 
at a true M%h number of 0.95. 

Effect of Reynolds Number at High I&oh Ruxnber 

At the highest I&ch number for which data are presented 
(M = 0.95) it was possible to vary the Reynolds number from 
3,500,000 to 5,300,000. Data obtained at these two extremes of 
Reynolds nuxib8rs at M%h numbers ranging from 0.6 to 0.95 indi- 
cate no discernable effect of Reynolds number (fig. 11). There is 
reason to believe that Reynolds number effects may be appreciable at 
high Mach numbers and Reynolds numbers in the region of l,OOO,OOO. 
Further fiecsts ace desirabl.8 to ext8nd the we of Reynolds numbers 
at high Msch numbers to values lower than 3,500,OOO. 

Effect of Body 

The effects of Reynolds number and I&ch number on the character 
lstics of the win&body combination are shown in figures 12, 13, 
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and 14. Comparison of the datawithtdose for thewingalone ind.I- 
cates an increase in the ndnimm drag coefficient due to addition of 
the fuselage of about 0.0044 for all Mach numbers up to 0.9. At 
0.93 Mach number the increase was 0.0049 and at 0.9, it was 0.0055. 
Comparisms of the lift, drag, andpitching-mame ntdataforthewing 
alone andthewing-bodycombinationare showninfigure15fora 
Mach number of 0.18 and a Reynolds znmiber of 15,000,OUO. 

Figure 16 presents the variation of Uftiurve slope and asr+ 
dynsmic center with I&oh nuniber for the wing with a fuselage and 
for the wing alone. As shown, addition of the fuselage reduced the 
lift-curve slope ansmountdepending onthe Machnumberand the 
lift coefficient. It also resulted in a forwsr dshifththe 
location of the aerodynqic center (about 1.5 percent M.A.C.), 
although the change in staticxnxrgindueto increasingMachntu&er 
remainedthe sameaefor thewingaloce. 

The variatim of Uf%drag ratio witi lift coefficient at 
several Mach numbers is presented in figure 17. Coqarison of the 
curves for thewingalone andthewfng-bodyo~ination shows a 
reduction in msximum lift-drag ratio due to addition of the body of 
about 2.1 throughout the rs.nge of &ch numbers. 

. 

As previously mentioned in the discussion of the wing&one 
results, the variation of minImcm drag and UfGourve slope with 
Nxch number may have been influenced by air--leakage effects. . 

TheEffectofWing+Rrofile Modification 

The effects of minor variations to the airfoil section of the 
triangular wing are shown in figures 6, 10, and 18 through 20. The 
effect of replacing the finite nose radius with a sharp leading 
edge (condition B) was to slightly decrease the minimum drag and 
cause a somewhat more rapid fncrease of drag with lift (fig. 19). 
There was no significant effect of nose radius on the maximum Up% 
drag ratio (figs. 6 and 10). At a Msch number of 0.18, the sharp 
leading edge had little effect on the lift ooefficient at which the 
discontinuity in the moment curves occurred, but it caused a more 
abrupt and larger shift .In,center of pressure. At Msch numbers 
above 0.3 however, the sharp leading edge not c~lly increased the 
lift coefficient for the moment shift but also tended to reduce the 
severity of the discontinuity. 

Replacing the rouuded ridge lines with sharp ridge lines, 
c&inedwithshsrp leading edge (conditionA),hadno sTgniffcant 
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effect on any .of the wing characteristics. 

The Fesults of windrtunnel tests of a semispan model of a tii- 
angular wing of aspect ratio 2 have been presented. The tests were 
conducted to determine the separate effects of Mach number and 
Reynolds number on the aerodynamic characteristics of the wing alone 
and the wing in combination with a fuselage. Also included were 
tests to determine the effect of rounding the leading edge and the 
ridge lines of the basic uncmibered doubltiedge p~o3?il.e. 

Data obtained for a ran@ cf I&oh numbers from 0.2 to 0.95 at 
a c~mstank Reynolds number of 5,300,0&I indicated the folhkdng: 

1. There was a smooth, orderly increase in static-longitudinal 
stability with increasing Mach number, the aerodynamic center moving 
aft a distance of 5 j$e~cent of the mean aer0dynaU.c chord. 

Pa 'Ilhe sudden foYward shift of the center of pressure, which 
occurs at a lift coefficient of about 0.7 at low speed, W&E 
increased in ms@iItude and delayed to higher lift coefficients at 
the higher Mach numbers. 

3. At a Mach number of 0.95, the lift-curve slope had increased 
20 percent and the minimum drag.43 percent over the low-speed value. 

The effects of Reynolds number as determined from these tests 
maybe summar iced as follows: . 

1. In a range of Reynolds number8 from 5,000,OOO to 27,500,OOO 
at a txztstant Mach number of 0.18, en increase in Remolds number 
decreased the minimum dreg and increased the lifkdrag ratio, but 
had little effect on the lift or the pitching moment. 

ei In the range of Reynolds numbers from 3,500,OOO to 
5L&10Lli at high subsonic kch numbers, no scale effects wer8 

. 

The addition of a fusehe reduced the Illaximum iilflt;--dr&B ratio 
anil the Wt-curve slope and resulked in a nczninal increase in the 
dPt3.g. Tt also cause& a slight forward shift of the aerodynamic 
cetiter . The fuselage tended to reduce the severity of the center- 
of-p?essuPe shift which was evident from the result6 of the tests 
Of Wihg &ltie. 
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Minor modifications to the airfoil section had mly a slnall 
effect on the aerodynsmic properties of the wing. 
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Figure 3.- semispan wing, condition c, Inouted in the x-foot 

pressure wind tunnel. 

Figure 4.- Semis~win@mdycoaibi~katimmomted intie l2- 
foot pressure wind tunnel. 
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Figure 5- The effect of Reynolds number on the atiro@nam~c 
churocteristlcs of u zrlonguiar wing at a Mach number 
of OJ8. 
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Figure S.- The effecf of Much number on /.ff -cufve slope 
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Reyno/ds number of 5,300,OOO. 
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Figure If.- The effmt of Reynolds nun&r on the aero&namic 
&amcterls/lcs of a triangular wfng at sevemf high subsonic 
h?ach numbers. 
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